
Calculators for special uses.

IM Calc with
alarm clock &
calendar
EC -217. Combines
three really conve-
nient functions in a
compact case small
enough to fit in a
shirt pocket. Full -
function calculator.
Easy -to -set alarm.
Date and time are
displayed digitally. Monthly view of 200 -year calen-
dar. Folding case. 65-533 19.99
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Touch -screen calc
EC -214. There's just the
LCD display and case-no
mechanical buttons or
switches to deal with. The

display aiternates between calculator and clock
modes with a touch. Stores tax and tip rates in
special memory. 65-572 12.49

Business calculator
EC -5001. Built-in formulas for
cash flow, interest rates, amortiza-
tion tables, investments, margin
and more. Single and paired -vari-
able statistics. Last -digit correc-
tion. Manual includes step-by-step

instructions and many real -life sample problems. (TSP)

65-874t 34.99
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Handy mouse pad with
full -function calculator
EC -459. Now you don't have to leave an application
in order to perform incidental calculations. Has 3 -key
memory, markup, percent, square -root and sign -
change keys. Automatically switches from solar to
battery power in dim light. Display is tilted forward
for easy viewing. Mouse pad provides excellent track-
ing surface for improved mouse operation.

65-568 15.99

Accurate electronic
checkbook balancing
EC -455. Couldn't be easier to keep accurate records
of your checking account. Just enter your deposit and
checking transactions as they occur. Memory stores
your bank balance, even when of. The billfold case
holds your check register, pen, checks and credit
cards. Automatically switches from solar to battery
power in dim light. 65-569 15.99

Metric conversion
EC -352. Just press a couple of keys
to change a metric measurement to
U.S. units or vice versa. 20 built-in
functions to convert weight, volume,
distance and temperature. Big, easy -
to -read display. Sign -change key,
3 -key memory. Dual powered,

switches to battery in dim light.
65-828t 15.99

Building -trades
calculator
EC -398. Add, subtract, multiply, and
divide fractions without having to
convert to decimals first. Works di-
rectly with fractions in /2, /4, /8 and
/16th inch parts. Built-in triangle

functions let you push a single button to find diago-
nals for scuaring up; to find rise, run and slope; or to
compute brick -and -block coursing. The functions are
useful in 311 major building trades-even some to
help in figuring job estimates. Comes with compre-
hensive manual with many real -life examples. (TSP)

65-531 34.99

Credit-card size calculator
EC -452. Full -function calculator slips easily into wallet or purse with
your credit cards-a mere 33/10<2'/808.: Touch -sensitive keys are pro-
tected from dirt and humidity by a "film -face': Solar powered. Comes
with carry pouch. 65-894 7 99

Looking for a
Hard -to -Find
Calculator?
Why shop anywhere else? You're virtually sure

to find the one you need at RadioShack.

Students' calculators
RadioShack has a large selection of educational
calculators and electronic reference books for
students in all grade levels.
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Math tutor
calculator
EC -2033. Displays problems in the
same format students see in their text-
books and classrooms, making arith-
metic easier to understand. Generates
quizzes to strengthen math skills. Keys
are color -coded to help young scholars

distinguish between keys for numbers and keys for
functions. Stores 5 emergency and home phone num-
bers. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries. 65-528....24.99
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Dual -powered kids'
calculator/pencil box
EC -457. Number keys and function keys are raised
and color -coded to make it easy for young scholars to
distinguish between them. Box has ample room for
pencils, sharpener, and eraser (not included).

65-558 12.99

Fractions as they
appear in textbooks
Casio FX-65. Fractions are displayed
with numerator above denominator.
Students work directly with the format
they are used to seeing in texts, so it's
easier for them to learn underlying math
concepts. Mixed/improper fractions. In-

teger division shows quotient and remainder. Scien-
tific functions 65-530 19.99

Fun Calc' back to
school kit
EC -454. Calculator has keys
that are just right for little fin-
gers. Includes the supplies a
youngster needs for school-

dinosaur eraser, happy frog pencil, pencil sharp-
ener, plus a ruler with stencil guides for
drawing fun shapes. Sturdy plastic case. Dual
powered*. 65-896 699

'Dual powered-calculator operates on solar power, automatically switches to battery power in dim light. t Carnes with billfold case.


